Robot
Trucks
Overtake
Robot
Cars
This year, trucks will
drive themselves on
public roads with no
one on board
BY EVAN ACKERMAN

LOOK AHEAD: TuSimple
uses a combination of lidar,
radar, and HD cameras to
detect vehicles and obstacles
up to 1,000 meters away.
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ompanies like Tesla, U ber,
Cruise, and Waymo promise a
future where cars are essentially
mobile robots that can take us
anywhere with a few taps on a smartphone.
But a new category of vehicles is about to
overtake self-driving cars in that leap into
the future. Autonomous trucks have been
quietly making just as much, if not more,
progress toward commercial deployment,
and their impact on the transportation of
goods will no doubt be profound.
Among nearly a dozen companies developing autonomous trucking, San Diego–
based TuSimple is trying to get ahead by
combining unique technology with a series
of strategic partnerships. Working with
truck manufacturer Navistar as well as
shipping giant UPS, TuSimple is already
conducting test operations in Arizona and
Texas, including depot-to-depot autonomous runs. These are being run under
what’s known as “supervised autonomy,”
in which somebody rides in the cab and is
ready to take the wheel if needed. Sometime
in 2021, the startup plans to begin doing
away with human supervision, letting the
trucks drive themselves from pickup to
delivery without anybody on board.

Both autonomous cars and autonomous trucks rely on similar underlying
technology: Sensors—typically cameras,
lidars, and radars—feed data to a computer,
which in turn controls the vehicle using
skills learned through a massive amount
of training and simulation. In principle,
developing an autonomous truck can be
somewhat easier than developing an autonomous car. That’s because unlike passenger vehicles, trucks—in particular long-haul
tractor-trailers—generally follow fixed routes
and spend most of their time on highways
that are more predictable and easier to navigate than surface streets. Trucks are also a
better platform for autonomy, with their
large size providing more power for computers and an improved field of view for sensors,
which can be mounted higher off the ground.
TuSimple claims its approach is unique
because its equipment is purpose built
from the ground up for trucks. “Most of
the other companies in this space got the
seeds of their ideas from the DARPA Grand
and Urban Challenges for autonomous vehicles,” says Chuck Price, chief product officer
at TuSimple. “But the dynamics and functional behaviors of trucks are very different.”
The biggest difference is that trucks need to
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be able to sense conditions farther in advance,
to allow for their longer stopping distance.
The 200-meter practical range of lidar that
most autonomous cars use as their primary
sensor is simply not good enough for a fully
loaded truck traveling at 120 kilometers per
hour. Instead, TuSimple relies on multiple
HD cameras that are looking up to 1,000
meters ahead whenever possible. The system detects other vehicles and calculates
their trajectories at that distance, which Price
says is approximately twice as far out as professional truck drivers look while driving.
Price argues that this capability gives
TuSimple’s system more time to make decisions about the safest and most efficient way
to drive. Indeed, its trucks use their brakes
less often than trucks operated by human
drivers, leading to improvements in fuel economy of about 10 percent. Steadier driving,
with less side-to-side movement in a lane,
brings additional efficiency gains while also
minimizing tire wear. Price adds that autonomous trucks could also help address a shortage of truck drivers, which is expected to
grow at an alarming rate.
TuSimple’s fleet of 40 autonomous trucks
has been hauling goods between freight
depots in Phoenix, Tucson, Dallas, El Paso,
Houston, and San Antonio. These routes
are about 95 percent highway, but the
trucks can also autonomously handle surface streets, bringing their cargo the entire
distance, from depot driveway to depot
driveway. Its vehicles join a growing fleet
of robotic trucks from competitors such as
Aurora, Embark, Locomation, Plus.ai, and
even Waymo, the Alphabet spin-off that has
long focused on self-driving cars.
“I think there’s a big wave coming in the
logistics industry that’s not necessarily well
appreciated,” says Tasha Keeney, an analyst
at ARK Invest who specializes in autonomous technology. She explains that electrified autonomous trucks have the potential
to reduce shipping expenses not only when
compared with those of traditional trucking
but also with those of rail, while offering the
door-to-door service that rail cannot. “The
relationships that TuSimple has made within
the trucking industry are interesting—in the
long term, vertically integrated, purposeILLUSTRATION BY
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built vehicles will have a lot of advantages.”
By 2024, TuSimple plans to achieve Level-4
autonomy, meaning that its trucks will be able
to operate without a human driver under limited conditions, which may include time of
day, weather, or premapped routes. At that
point, TuSimple would start selling the trucks
to fleet operators. Along the way, however,
there are several other milestones the company must hit, beginning with its first “driver
out” test in 2021, which Price describes as a
critical real-world demonstration.
“This is no longer a science project,” he
says. “It’s not research. It’s engineering.
The driver-out demonstration is to prove
to us, and to prove to the public, that it can
be done.” ■

▲ FIRST IN
FREIGHT: In 2021,
San Diego–based
startup TuSimple
plans to deploy
autonomous
trucks that drive
themselves from
pickup to delivery.
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ROBOTS BELOW
The robots participating in DARPA’s
Subterranean Challenge have already been
tested on three different courses; they’ve
had to navigate underground tunnels, urban
environments, and cave networks (although
the caves portion was switched to an all-virtual
course due to the pandemic). Late this year,
SubT teams from across the world will put it all
together at the final event, which will combine
elements of all three subdomains into a single
integrated challenge course. The robots will have
to demonstrate their versatility and endurance
in an obstacle-filled environment where
communication with the world above ground is
limited. DARPA expects pandemic conditions
to improve enough in 2021 to make a physical
competition possible.
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